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Leavitt Machinery acquired a Vancouver based company and
needed help in relocating the plant’s machinery. Leavitt
Machinery needed to move 30 industrial machines from Vancouver
BC to Langley BC.

RELOCATING
30 MACHINES
To relocate the facility, Leavitt hired the experienced industrial
moving crew at ACL Crane & Rigging. Any time a company is required to move 30 industrial machines any distance, strategic planning is required to ensure everything goes smoothly and safely.
This case study is about the move of over 30 machines from a wide
open facility to a facility with tight space constrictions.

THE CUSTOMER | Leavitt Machinery
ACL CRANE & RIGGING LTD.
Location
Abbotsford, BC
Crane, Rigging & Industrial Moving
Web Site
www.aclcrane.com
Specialties
Planning | Rigging | Transportation

Leavitt Machinery is a sales, rental, parts, service and training company
located throughout the Western Provinces of Canada as well as Washington and Oregon. Providing equipment options for their customers,
Leavitt Machinery is committed to safety and excellence throughout
the different branches of their business.
Since it was founded in 2001, the Leavitt Machinery team has worked
to build a company founded on innovative fleet management, exceptional industry knowledge, and a wide variety of industry leading
products.

THE CHALLENGE

Relocating
30 Machines
from
Vancouver to
Langley BC

ACL Crane & Industrial Movers were required to move and relocate over
30 industrial machines into tight quarters at the new facility in Port
Kells BC. Whenever there is a space challenge, ingenuity is required in
the planning to incorporate specialty rigging techiniques, in order to
keep the machines and the crew safe.
Murphy’s law states, “anything that can go wrong, will go wrong.” An industrial moving company’s experience will help lay out plans that keep
this motto in mind and prevent “the wrong actions”. ACL Industrial
Movers knew the new location for the machines was tight. Tight spaces
require specific planning and measuring to ensure the large pieces
of equipment will fit. ACL Crane & Industrial Moving made sure they
measured accurately, planned accordingly and executed their plan to
perfection to ensure the project success.

THE SOLUTION
Whenever there is a space challenge, the only way to prevent issues
from arising is to ensure accurate measurements. This also requires
specialized industry knowledge to be able to execute custom rigging
and moving techniques.
The crew used the right tools, used specialized rigging techniques and
flawlessly executed their plan to move machines into place. With a
proper contingency plan in place (but not needed in the end), ACL Industrial Movers positioned the machines into their new tight quarters
and professionally placed the units.

THE RESULTS
ACL Crane & Rigging | Industrial
Movers were able to disassemble, package, load, transport,
unload and place all 30 units
with zero damage.
Each of the machines were
professionally relocated and
installed in the Port Kells location. There were no lost time
accidents and the ACL Industrial
Moving crew executed the project flawlessly.

CUSTOMER
TESTIMONIAL
“ CHAD AND THE ACL
INDUSTRIAL MOVING TEAM
WERE AMAZING AT MOVING
OUR MACHINES. THEIR ORGANIZATION OF THEIR TEAM HELPED
MAKE THE PROCESS FEEL INCREDIBLY EFFICIENT.
I HIGHLY RECOMMEND USING
ACL INDUSTRIALMOVERS FOR ALL
YOUR INDUSTRIAL MOVES.”

Armen Singh
Grizzly Supplies

30 Industrial
Machines
5 Days, 8 Crew
On-Time | On Budget

Contact us at 604.853.8115 |
info@aclcrane.com or visit
aclcrane.com for more information

ABOUT ACL INDUSTRIAL MOVERS:
Industrial moving really is a science. It’s a science that tests your ability
to look ahead, plan the obstacles and overcome the challenges. When you
use ACL industrial movers you get 16 + years of industrial moving experience. Whether you need a transformer placed, a boat hull transported or
machinery relocated, we have the equipment and the know how to get it
done. Call Chad today to talk about your upcoming project and see how
we can meet and exceed your projects expectations.
SERVICES OFFERED:
Jack & Roll
Skid System
Heavy Haul
Machinery Relocation
Plant Equipment Placement

